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Applicable Legislation: •   Local Government Act 
•   Planning, Development & Infrastructure Act 2016 
•   Development Act 1993 
•   Development Regulations 2008 
•   Electricity Act 1996 
•   Water Resources Act 1997 
•   Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
•   Heritage Act 1997 
•   Environment Protection Act 1993 
•   Animal & Plant Control (Agricultural & Other Purposes Act) Act 

1986 
•   South Australian Water Corporation Act 1994 
•   Road Traffic Act 1961 
•   Native Vegetation Act 1991 
•   Disability Discrimination Act 1992 
•   Work, Health & Safety Act 2012 

Related Policies: •   Public Consultation Policy 
•   By-Law No2 – Local Government Land 
•   Footpaths Policy 
•   Risk Management Policy 

Related Procedures: •   Renmark Paringa Community Plan 
•   Renmark Paringa Urban Design Framework 
•   Renmark Paringa Open Space Strategy 
•   Trees: Legislation and Risk Management Guidelines for Local 

Government  (Local  Government  Association  Mutual  Liability 
Scheme, 2004) 

•   Renmark Paringa Infrastructure & Asset Management Plan 
•   Murray & Mallee LGA Regional Public Health Plan 2013-18 
•   Renmark Paringa Tracks & Trials Strategy 
•   Renmark Paringa Community Access Action Plan 
•   Australian Standard for Risk Management (AS/NS 4360 2009) 
•   Australian Standard for Pruning Amenity Trees (AS 4373 2007) 
•   Australian  Standard  for  Protection  of  Trees  on  Development 

Sites (AS 4970 2009) 
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POLICY 
 

1. Purpose 
 
 

The purpose of this policy is to formalise Council’s position in regard to the 
management of trees that are under Council’s care and control throughout the 
Renmark Paringa Council area. 

 
2. Scope 

 
 

This policy provides a strategic framework for the planting and management of trees 
and streetscapes within public open space (including streets) managed by Council. 

 

3. Policy Statement 
 

3.1 Vision 
This policy aims to establish the direction to be provided to employees and the 
general community to manage its trees recognising that the vegetation in the 
Renmark Paringa Council area is one of the key amenities of the area and 
important to the conservation of habitat and biodiversity. 

 
3.2 Goal 

To protect, conserve, nurture and value the existing trees and other vegetation 
within public open space and streetscapes of the Renmark Paringa Council area 
and to enhance, improve and develop these sites in a sustainable and functional 
manner ensuring the provision of attractive, well maintained trees and 
streetscapes for present and future generations. 

 

3.3 Objectives 
 
 

3.3.1 Primary Objective 
To ensure that effective management, maintenance, replacement and 
improvement programmes are developed and implemented for trees and 
other vegetation in all  streetscapes and areas of public open space 
within  Renmark  Paringa  Council  focusing  on  amenity,  biodiversity, 
habitat and sustainability. 

 
3.3.2 Secondary Objectives 

1. To provide a framework for the Tree Planting Program Plan for all 
trees and other vegetation in streetscapes and areas of public open 
space (including streets) managed by Council. 

 
2. To  establish  and  maintain,  where  appropriate,  biodiversity  and 

habitat plantings. 
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3. To maintain and protect sites of cultural and historical significance. 
 
 

4. To incorporate, wherever practical, water sensitive design into new 
streetscapes and plantings. 

 
5. To  encourage  the  lobbying  of  appropriate  bodies  and  levels  of 

Government to ensure adoption of policies, procedures and 
legislation to achieve the primary objective. 

 
6. To ensure the protection and maintenance in a healthy condition of 

established large and historic trees in the Renmark Paringa Council 
area. 

 

 
7. To encourage and support community interest in the planting and 

healthy growth of trees in the Renmark Paringa Council area. 
 

8. To develop  community awareness,  involvement and programmes 
which emphasises the benefits to the community of planting and 
maintaining trees in residential, commercial and industrial areas of 
the Council. 

 
9. To give preference to the planting of natives (particularly species 

indigenous to the Council area) along Council’s waterways, parks 
and within the Murray Fringe and Murray Flood Zones. 

 
10. To   minimise   conflicts   between   trees,   roads,   footpaths,   kerb, 

watertable, and other built forms and to ensure the health and 
protection of all trees (privately and publicly owned) during public 
works and the optimum life of adjacent infrastructure. 

 
 

3.4 Tree and Streetscape Management 
 
 

All trees and streetscapes owned by or under the control of Council will be 
managed, maintained and developed in accordance with Renmark Paringa 
Council’s   Tree   Planting   Program   and   the   appropriate   risk   management 
framework to ensure the risk and liability to council associated with trees is 
minimised. 

 
3.4.1    Trees on Private/Non Council Property 

Responsibility for trees on private property will remain with the property 
owner. Renmark Paringa Council will encourage the retention, 
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protection, planting and maintenance of trees on private property through 
education and advice. 

 
 

3.4.2 Trees Spanning Council and Private Property 
Any tree having a trunk of such size that it spans both Council and 
private property shall be considered, for the purpose of maintenance, 
Council property and therefore managed in accordance with the Tree 
Planting Program. 

 
3.4.3 Trees Encroaching from private Property 

Trees that are overhanging or encroaching on public property and are 
presenting a risk to public safety will be managed in accordance with the 
Local Government Act 1999. 

 
3.4.4 Works Adjacent Trees on Council Property 

Where public works (undertaken by contractors, service providers and/or 
Council Officers) are planned or proposed to be undertaken within the 
root zone of a tree, a full assessment in relation to the potential impact of 
the proposed works shall be completed. 

 

Where the proposed works are considered to have a potentially negative 
impact on the tree, 

 
Alternative design or work methods are to be employed to minimise or 
eliminate the potential damage to the tree. 

 
Where a tree has been assessed as being worthy of retention, a site 
specific  Tree  Protection  Zone  (TPZ),  in  accordance  with  the 
requirements of AS 4970 2009, shall be developed, implemented and 
maintained by the person responsible for the affected work site. 

 

In   the   case   of   Tree   Protection   Zones   relating   to   development 
applications, resources will be dedicated to ensure that the direction and 
conditions within the TPZ are adhered to and maintained. 

 
3.5 Tree Removal 

 
 

All applications for tree removal on Council property must be made in writing, 
clearly stating the reason the tree should be removed and should include any 
supporting documentation. 

 

The application will be formally assessed by appropriately qualified staff and will 
take into consideration the health, condition, structural integrity, level of risk and 
management options for the tree against specific criteria.   Where a tree is of 
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good health and condition, all alternative measures should be fully investigated 
and any legislative requirements fulfilled.  Council will not remove the tree unless 
the person making the request can demonstrate to Council a valid reason for the 
removal of the tree. 

 

A valid reason will NOT include: 
 

•   Growth of the tree obscuring scenic views; 
•   Dislike of the species planted or growth habitat; 
•   Leaf, fruit or bark shedding being a nuisance; 
•   Allergies or health problems being experienced (without a medical report); 
•   The tree being in the way of a second, non-essential driveway crossover; 
•   Shading of private garden or solar hot water / power installation; and/or 
•   The “fouling” of resident’s rainwater collection system 

 
Under special circumstances an owner / occupier’s request may be considered 
by Council. 

 
The removal of trees on Council property is to be carried out only by Council staff 
or contractors engaged by Council staff.   Permission will not be given for 
residents, ratepayers, developers or their contractors to carry out the removal of 
any vegetation on Council property. 

 
3.5.1    Removal of Unsafe Trees 

Trees assessed as being an immediate risk to either public safety or 
property, including those damaged in storms or emergency situations, 
are to removed from roads, streets and public reserves as soon as 
practicable following  identification  and  replaced  at  the  seasonally  
appropriate planting time in accordance with Council’s Tree Planting 
Program. 

 
In emergency situations Council may clear vegetation that has fallen 
from private property onto Council property. 
 

3.5.2  Tree/Native Vegetation Removal on Council Controlled Land which is 
over 2m in height and is: 
a. Not deemed as unhealthy nor an immediate risk to the safety of 
ratepayers/visitors (as assessed by an arborist)  
b. Not urgently impacting on infrastructure ie likely in the very near future 
to cause significant damage. 
 
Will not be removed until Elected Members have viewed the evidence re 
removal and agreed by a majority vote, with the staff assessment.  

 
3.5.3 Tree  Removals  for  the  Purpose  of  Driveways,  Electricity  Supply, 

Services or Access to Property during Development 
Should a tree be identified for removal to accommodate the development 
or redevelopment of a property, including the installation of a driveway, 
services or other property access, consideration must first be given to 
design and construction methods with the intent of retaining the tree.  If, 
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following the consideration of all options, the development cannot be 
accommodated while retaining the tree, removal may be considered 
subject to the owner/property developer compensating Council for all 
costs associated with the removal and replanting of the tree. 

 
 

3.5.4 Dead Trees 
Dead trees should not be removed as a matter of course.  Consideration 
should be given to the size, location, historical significance and habitat 
value. 

 
3.5.5 Unathorised Tree Removal/Tree Damaging Activity/Deliberate Poisoning 

of Trees 
All unauthorised tree removals, acts of vandalism, deliberate poisoning 
or any other intentional or unintentional tree damaging activity will be 
thoroughly investigated and where appropriate, prosecution will ensue in 
accordance with the relevant legislation.   Should clear evidence be 
obtained, an assessment will be undertaken and an amenity tree 
evaluation and costs forwarded to the person responsible for the activity. 

 
3.5.6 Stump Removal 

Any stump removal on land managed by Council shall be carried out in 
accordance with contract conditions and specifications. 

 
3.5.7 Roadside Vegetation Clearance 

Where native roadside vegetation and other vegetation encroaches onto 
roads (including remnant vegetation) and requires trimming back, 
consultation is required with the Manager Infrastructure to determine the 
extent a n d  pruning techniques required.  In c o n s i d e r a t i o n  to the 
clearance of roadside vegetation steps will be taken to ensure that the 
vegetation is preserved and that road safety is not compromised. 
 

 
3.6 Tree Planting 

 
 

Tree planting shall be carried out in accordance with the Tree Planting Program. 
 

Both native (indigenous and other native trees) and introduced trees (exotic) will 
be planted subject to the overall streetscape or landscape use of the subject 
area.  The selection of tree species for planting and replanting shall also take 
into account environmental conditions and knowledge of the tree species when 
mature and proximity to solar panels and advertising signage on adjacent 
premises. 

 
3.6.1    Whole Street Planting 

Street and species selection, consultation and planting will occur in 
accordance with the Tree Planting Program. 

 

Where it has been identified in the Tree Planting Program that formal 
avenues of trees are to be maintained or created, the option of having no 
planting outside individual properties will not be provided. 
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Where a street has a streetscape designed to incorporate trees and 
other forms of vegetation, the option of having no planting outside 
individual properties will not be provided. 

 
3.6.2 Reserve and Open Space Tree Planting 

Reserve and open space tree planting will be in accordance with reserve 
master plans (where they exist) and in accordance with the Tree and 
Streetscape Management Plan. 

 
3.6.3 Species Selection 

Open  space,   reserve   and   streetscape   trees   will   be   selected   in 
accordance  with  the  Tree  and  Streetscape  Management  Plan  and, 
where appropriate individual reserve master plans. 

 
3.6.4 Consultation and Notification 

Consultation and notification of works shall be carried out in accordance 
with the Tree and Streetscape Management Plan and Council’s Public 
Consultation Policy. 

 
3.7 Planning and Development 

 
 

3.7.1 New Developments 
All  tree  species  for  planting  on  streetscape  plans  and  streetscape 
designs associated with new developments for Council owned property, 
will be approved by an appropriately qualified Council officer in 
consultation with the appropriate design and maintenance officers. 

 
3.7.2  Land Divisions and Larger Developments 

Trees  existing  on  land  to  be  subdivided  must  be  marked  on  plans. 
Where possible it is encouraged that existing trees shall be 
accommodated on proposed allotments or open space within the 
development.    If  trees  are  retained  as  part  of  the  development  a 
condition shall be applied to the approval stating they must be retained 
and maintained to the reasonable satisfaction of Council. 

 
3.7.3 Tree Pruning and Maintenance 

Tree  pruning,  including  formative  pruning  and  maintenance  of  small 
trees, shall be carried out on a predominately cyclical basis, in 
accordance with the Tree Planting Program.  Reactive works will be 
limited to those works which present a risk to public safety, public or 
private property or may cause hardship due to disability or illness. 

 
3.8 Delegated Authority for Management of Trees 

Delegated Authority is given to the Director Infrastructure and Environmental 
Services and the Manager Infrastructure Delivery to enable the management of 
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the Renmark Paringa Tree Management Policy in an efficient and responsive 
manner. 

 
 
 

3.9 South Australian Power Networks (SAPN) Vegetation Clearance 
Power supply line clearance is vital to the ongoing and safe supply of electricity 
to residents and businesses within the Renmark Paringa Council area.  Council 
will maintain an agreement with SAPN, which sets out overhead electricity line 
clearance responsibilities and commitments. 

 
3.10 Support for Community Based Greening Groups and Projects 

Council will provide support and encouragement for community based greening 
groups involved in the planting of trees and other vegetation on public land within 
the Renmark Paringa Council area. 


